
Workplace conflict is inevitable and it does not need to be uncomfortable nor 
unproductive.  In fact, we TH!NK conflict is GOOD... As long as it is handled correctly!  
Conflict is one of the hottest leadership topics today and the research shows us why.

- In the U.S., $359 billion of paid hours goes to managing conflict!  
(Source:   www.entrepreneur.com)

- The typical manager spends 25 - 40% of their work week dealing with conflict.  
(Source:  Washington Business Journal)

In a nutshell, that is a lot of time and money wasted on managing conflict!

Mastering Productive Conflict will help you curb your destructive behaviors in conflict 
so that you can productively engage in conflict to improve workplace results and 
relationships. 

By t he end of  t h is workshop you w il l : 

- Receive a personalized  research-based report that describes your natural 
approach to conflict. 

- Identify which of your conflict behaviors are destructive and which behaviors 
are productive.    

- Practice strategies to curb destructive responses driven by your automatic 
thoughts and apply productive responses. 

- Learn to step back and re-frame productive responses in conflict situations.
- Create win-win resolution, not win-lose solutions.

- Experience the joy of using conflict as a tool to find innovative solutions.

* * *

August  10, 2018
9:00am -4:00pm

Impact Hub
1050 Queen Street, Honolulu 

96814

$269 per person (Early Bird) 
$299 per person (After July 31) 

________________________
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808-224-6694
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M ASTERING 
PRODUCTIVE CONFLICT
TRAN SFORM I N G UN COM FORTABLE EN COUN TERS TO 
PRODUCTI VE RELATI ON SH I PS

"W e can help you becom e 
com for table with confl ict  and 
handle i t  product ively" 

- Sarah Kal ick i-Nakam ura  & Cindy 
Sakai

Here's what  Nadia Assaf of the Boys and Gir ls Club of Hawaii has to say... 

DiSC Productive Conflict training takes the latest cognitive learning behavior research and 

translates it into easy to understand applicable techniques to navigate stressful and difficult 

work situations. It teaches employees to hit the pause button so that they can move past 

their first emotional reaction and choose alternative tools that will result in more positive 

outcomes. It is a powerful tool for managers who are looking to strengthen their team 

dynamic and results.  This is a training I highly recommend!
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